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Prof. Manfred Pohl:

Europe's destiny is a union
from Lisbon to Novosibirsk
White ethnic groups at the continent will cede their domination,
to be replaced by a multi-cultural society and attitudes 

such a scenario? Do we have

any room for maneuver? 

- There is no clear-cut solu-

tion. The important thing is for

Europe to recognise that

refugees will keep coming and it

must be prepared for this. Eu-

rope must decide whether it

wants to close its borders or

keep them open. These are all

extremely difficult questions

and I think Europe will not be

ready to answer them for a long

time to come, governments will

not know which road to take.

- The wave of refugees in re-

cent years has been related to

areas of military conflict (espe-

cially in the Middle East), and

has caused a great deal of

problems in Europe. The EU

seems rather divided in its ap-

proach to refugees. Do you

think that is a problem, and if

yes, how can it be solved?

- Europe is in conflict in terms

of accepting refugees - from An-

gela Merkel’s ‘welcoming’ policy

to Viktor Orban’s overt rejection.

In between, there are a lot of gray

areas that accept few refugees.

Hence, the conclusion that there

are very few European countries

able to receive an unlimited num-

ber of refugees. That means that

Europe is threatened by disinte-

gration refugees-wise, because

currently there is not a single

stand on the issue, and there will

never be one. The refugee prob-

lem has demonstrated how frag-

ile Europe is today.

- This will inevitably bring

along cultural, political and

economic changes. Do you

think Europe has to fight back

or try to change in any way?

- It has already become clear

that fences and walls will not

stop refugees. Changes in Euro-

pean culture, politics and econ-

omy will have to be made. The

question is to what extent Eu-

rope is ready to solve the

refugee problem peacefully,

without itself collapsing. This is

the paramount question, and

politicians need to interfere by

all means, and solutions ought

to be sought not when refugees

are already on their way, but in

the poorer countries threatened

by climate change, so that as

many people as possible have

means of existence and remain

in their native countries.

- What is the role of the so-

called rightist populists and

the Eurosceptic parties that

have been earning an ever

growing number of supporters

in various EU countries? 

- It is huge. And they will

continue to play a huge role, all

the more because the rightist

populists have a number of an-

swers that speak the minds of

European citizens regarding the

refugee crisis. Populists are

joined by the Eurosceptics who

believe Europe will be better

off without the single currency,

and who urge for the restoration

of national frontiers and cur-

rencies. However, it is my opin-

ion that the young people, and

in particular the ones taking

part in the project My Europe,

are against frontiers and in

favour of a single European

currency.

- Is it possible that the rise of

such parties and similar atti-

tudes in society in recent years

and other current issues cause

the disintegration of the EU

and weaken Europe right be-

fore the next wave of refugees?

Can you tell us when are we to

expect that wave?

- It is obvious that the first

massive wave of refugees

weakened Europe. Besides,

Brexit revealed that the EU

was not as strong as it seemed.

Europe is weak, but Europe has

to brace itself for the next

waves of refugees in the 21st

century, which will for sure be

the century of refugees, and of

the Migration Period. And this

wave will come relatively

soon, even before the end of

the current decade.

- Politicians, entrepreneurs,

and scientists will in all likeli-

hood play a leading role in the

solution to the problem. But

who will have the key role and

why?

- This is a very difficult ques-

tion because politicians do not

regard scientists seriously, de-

spite scientific forecasts. This is

what we witnessed after the US

elected Donald Trump presi-

dent. There are still many

politicians who ignore climate

change, or at least believe that

for economic reasons they have

to postpone addressing the

issue, which is unfortunately

impossible. The issue has al-

ready been brought to the atten-

tion of the politicians, and they

will have to deal with it, to dis-

cuss among each other, to make

clear decisions, so that the fu-

ture generations will be able to

live in peace.

- In Bulgaria we believe that

“Unity makes strength”. This

is our national motto. How

would Europe’s motto sound

like, given the new circum-

stances?

- I can only recommend that

the EU adopt Bulgaria’s na-

tional motto. “Unity makes

strength” is the motto all Euro-

peans should live by in the cur-

rent situation. It ought not to

be replaced by new ideas or

dissipated into new causes.

Unity makes strength, and Eu-

rope has to be united in the af-

termath of Brexit, and consider

the need of a single continent-

wide European Union stretch-

ing from Lisbon to Novosi-

birsk, i.e. a Union that will in-

clude Russia. In future, Russia

will have to be included be-

cause it has vast territories and

resources, and is also a part of

Europe.

Denis

Korobko 

- Prof. Pohl, you have organ-

ised a student seminar in Sofia

on a topic dealing with another

sort of refugee wave, one

caused by climate changes -

something that you predict will

happen in the future. What

made you settle on that issue,

given that Europe is even now

struggling under a refugee in-

flux, albeit triggered by other

factors? 

- The project My Europe 2100

encompasses the whole of the

21st century and we believe that

climate change will have a grow-

ing effect on the behavior of peo-

ple in the world’s various re-

gions. Because of more persist-

ent droughts, increasing chal-

lenges in growing crops and nat-

ural disasters, including storms,

hurricanes, etc., many people

will be forced to leave their

homes and essentially become

refugees. This applies not only to

islands such as the Maldives or

countries like Bangladesh,

which, I believe, will be the first

to suffer. We are also talking

about cities like New York and

many coastal areas around the

world. The 21st century will ar-

guably be the century of cli-

mate refugees and we have to

not only stop raising walls

against economic migrants but

avoid ‘climate walls’ too. 

- What is the difference be-

tween climate and political/

economic refugees? Would

the end result not be the same

for Europe? 

- In terms of numbers, I

would say that the reasons driv-

ing refugees to Europe cur-

rently are irrelevant. There has

always been and will always be

refugees fleeing regions where

people are persecuted for their

convictions and migrants moti-

vated to move by bad eco-

nomic conditions. With climate

refugees the situation is vastly

different - they have no other

choice but to escape danger and

humanity is obligated to wel-

come them. 

- Does this mean that Eu-

rope is destined to part with

its image of a 'white conti-

nent'? 

- This is a crucial question be-

cause the world will undergo a

fundamental change in the fu-

ture. Refugee flows and mass

migration patterns will acceler-

ate and gradually change life as

some continents know it. Europe

will no longer be predominantly

populated by representatives of

Caucasian ethnic groups; there

will be more diversity, especially

after the region is flooded by

refugees from Africa and Asia,

which will trigger a profound so-

cial transformation. The so-

called white ethnic groups will

cede their domination, to be re-

placed by a multi-cultural soci-

ety and attitudes. 

- Do you see any danger in

this or is this simply the road

that Europe must prepare for? 

- This is a road that Europe has

no choice but to travel. The time

of national borders is over. No

one will be able to stop refugees

with walls or fences. Europe will

have to think long and hard

about the best approach to the

refugee problem. It should con-

sider the number it can receive

and its response when inevitably

the refugee flows escalate to

something approaching the scale

of the Migration Period. 

- What should Europe do in

Refugee flows and mass migration pat-
terns will accelerate in the future

The time of national borders is over,
fences and walls will not stop migrants

“Unity makes strength” is the motto all
Europeans should live by 
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